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Thanks to the presence of highly purified freeze-dried aloe (about 200 times more active
than aloe gel) and the very low ammonia content this dye is less aggressive than the
normal dyes on the market' as aloe performs a very soothing action against a principle of
skin irritation 'going' however, to immediately counteract the irritation mechanism of the
ammonia.
The presence of herbs from the Mediterranean bush (Cypress' Pino Mugo' Salvia and
rosemary) aided the soothing action performed by the aloe by actively covering the well-
known ammonia.
Advantages:
This dye is designed during the construction phase with quality (non-ion) components that
do not participate in the coloring reaction' in doing so there are no chemical interactions
due to parasitic reactions that can affect the quality of oxidation dyes' so you do not have
dye turns on nuances not wanted or not liked.
The viscosity of the cream is an excellent compromise that allows an intimate mixing with
the oxygen developer' in fact mixing immediately without having to shake much in the bowl
'the reaction ' almost instantaneous' takes place on the strand of hair and not in the
container avoiding a serious loss in terms of efficiency and coverage in the coloring.
The machines used for production are all certified Steel "AISI 314L" 'this means' in
practical terms' that 'in the bud' the interactions that can lead to the variation of a color' in
doing so we guarantee a repetitiveness of the nuances over time.
way of use: dilution dye 1:1' mix a part of the cream with a part of oxygen at 20 vol. to get
coverage' or 30vol. to lighten. Leave on about 25 minutes after which rinse thoroughly.
Pack: 100ml tube.
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